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Highly qualified Quartermaster with experience in the industry. Enjoy creative 
problem solving and getting exposure on multiple projects, and I would excel in the 
collaborative environment on which your company prides itself.

EXPERIENCE

Quartermaster
ABC Corporation - FEBRUARY 2005 – SEPTEMBER 2014

 Currently in charged of all purchasing for the Sheriffs Office.
 Includes kept inventory of supplies, completing purchase requests 

when needed, and maintaining relationships with vendors in order to 
obtain best price on needed supplies.

 Previously performed all Law Enforcement duties at higher than 
expected levels.

 Directly supervised 10 deputies, and dictated the daily operations of 
the patrol shift.

 Prepared, reviewed, and certified reports and many other official 
documents for courts and public officials.

 Utilized several types of computer programs, such as; Microsoft Word,
Excel, Power Point, and Cisco Data Management System.

 Served as field training officer, in charge of training newer patrol 
officers.

Quartermaster 
Delta Corporation - 2004 – 2005

 Active Duty Steering ship and apply helm orders given by Captain or 
watch officers.

 Responsible for navigational instruments and clocks, as well as the 
training of ships lookouts and helmsmen.

 Performed administrative duties such as keeping track of attendance 
of other enlisted personnel, utilizing the computer for various tasks 
given to me .

 Steering an aircraft carrier Plotting for charts and navigation Taking 
distance bearings Aircraft tower supervisor In charge of spotting and .

 Armed force protection security, leadership skills, was left in charge 
navigating a warship, trained on how to diffuse dangerous 
situations, .

 Produced voyage charts and navigation plans - Organized charts and 
uploaded them to our VMS computer system - In charge of training 
binders.

 As a Quartermaster I stood watch as assistants to officers of the deck 
and the navigator; performed ship control, navigation and bridge 
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watch duties.

EDUCATION

 Bachelors Of Criminal Justice

SKILLS

Graphic Design, A+,, Low Voltage Tech, Eagle Scout, Audio Visaual, Highway 
Construction.
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